Welcome to Japan! On March 2013, my friends and I safely arrived in Narita Airport Fig.3 . We were welcomed by 9 degree celcius weather with drizzle. It was very cold but everybody still could smile and enjoy our first night in Japan. At Hachioji station, I was amazed by the underground bicycle parking system called Eco Cycle. You can just put your bicycle in front of the door Fig.4 and the rest would be controlled by the robotic system once the parking fee is paid. After one week of orientation in Hachioji Seminar House, it was time for us to part. From Hokkaido to Kyushu, we were separated miles away to uphold our responsibilities. 
My Student Life in Japan
When the classes began, I faced some trouble at adapting with the system of the university. Luckily I had seniors and friends Malaysians and Japanese in the same department whom helped me a lot throughout my days in Japan. As a foreigner, language problem cannot be avoided. Nonetheless, my lecturers and friends are really helpful and patient in making me understand a topic. Now, I am doing my final year research in Ushijima Laboratory. Basically, I am studying about torsion and shear properties of lattice sandwich panel using Finite Element MSC. Software, Marc. I am blessed with great friends and supervisor in the lab, they are making me feel like home.
M a n y p e o p l e t h i n k i t i s challenging for Muslim to live in Japan, but actually it is not that hard. Living in Tokyo is a merit for me as the accessibility is very good and I could get the Halal things permissible in Islam products from Gyomu Supermarket located nearby my house. For those who live on the outskirts of Japan, Halal food can be bought from an online store and this really help me when I do not have time to buy them at the grocery stores.
I gained a lot of experience in Japan such as knowing other cultures, how to be independent and the most important thing is that being a foreign student has changed my way of thinking and opened up my mind. At first, it was hard for me to adapt with the Japanese lifestyle. Japanese are well known as hard working people. I have to admit I was very tired to cope with the way Japanese work for the first few months. However, as time goes by, I can stay with them for hours to study and work together Fig.5 . Living in Japan also give me the opportunity to make friends not only from Japan but also from other nations such as Africa, China and the list goes on. We be friends and take care of each other. I learnt to tolerate more and accept the differences that we have through our friendships.
While I am in Japan, of course what I miss a lot in Malaysia are my family and friends. Besides that, I am craving for Malaysia cuisines especially Roti Canai Fig.6 and Keropok Lekor as I cannot make them by myself. As a Muslim, I celebrate the Eid festival Fig.7 after fasting for a month. I really miss the time when I could visit my friends and family during the festival in Malaysia.
Conclusions
Nevertheless, I am enjoying my life in Japan and am ready to embrace any new challenge and knowledge during my stay in Japan. 
